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It sounds cliché but some people might say that education is the key to success. It is indeed true, but education is something greater than that thing where it is pertaining to the wholesome changes of an individual. One of the metaphors we attribute about education is the word “metamorphosis” which is pertaining to the process of complete transformation of an individual where it takes place from one varied appearance to another. In line with this is the principle of education that indicates “Education is an evolutionary process.” This statement signifies that education goes hand in hand. It will never be gained instantly nor bought lavishly, because education is something people have to work on for them to get it and to apply it.

Mainly, it starts from the simplest value to the most complicated one. It will neither be quicken, nor shorten. Education is a process from the most fundamental up to the most elaborated matter that people are requisite to accomplish for them to master it, work it and precede to its unending level of complexity. According to the book Social Dimension of Violeta A. Vega Ph. D., “Like, economics, politics, culture, and social relationships, education becomes necessary component of our life particularly in an era of great change and transformation.” In this statement, it shows that education is a necessity since it caters and contributes changes in everybody’s life. As a person goes farther, higher, broader, and wider from the level he begins, that person will notice some changes he conjures from previous stages he had gone. Changes might be manifested through his careful action, way of thinking and, also, manner of controlling his feelings that is not only benefited for him, but for others as well. It may be gradual, but surely will appear. Therefore, education is not only the key to success, but it is also defining the holistic changes of people for them to say that they are truly educated. It is just like a metamorphosis that is needed to undergo some processes from primary to composite to conjure transformation that breed goodness, broad experiences, and dignified personality.